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“Doing the best things well”

Painted by Aboriginal Students PLPS 2014 – representing importance of country

Context
School Name:

Port Lincoln Primary School

School Number:

0359

Principal:

Mr. Brian Gabb

Region:

Eyre & Western – Port
Lincoln Partnership

The following data sets correlate with an increasing student movement during the
year and the re-location of families due to family breakdown, employment and child
safety interventions. These trends have developed during proceeding years and
influence current and future improvement plans. (refer to PLPS Strategic Plan 201517)
Demographics

The 2011 Census of Population and Housing showed that Port Lincoln had a higher
proportion of children in each of the younger age categories than the State and
National averages. In addition, there was a higher proportion of Indigenous residents
living in the community than in Australia as a whole.
PLPS has continues to target growth and achievement strategies for Indigenous
Students. “Port Lincoln Primary School’s commitment to Aboriginal education
is reflected in its Aboriginal Education Plan 2014-2016. The Plan clarifies the
school’s belief systems and clearly articulates its core business in relation to
Aboriginal education, targeted areas, approach for literacy and numeracy
improvement and importance of family and community.” Marg Beagley
Project Officer: DECD Analysis Aboriginal Education Teacher Program

“The target setting is supported by the analysis of NAPLAN and WRAP data.
The WRAP program includes monthly assessments using Morrison McCall
testing data – a diagnostic test that identifies where to invest the next set of
skills. The classroom teacher administers and analyses the results. The
results are combined with teacher judgement to inform teaching practice.
When collated the data provides patterns and trends and at times staff meet
and discuss the commonalities.” Marg Beagley Project Officer: DECD Analysis
Aboriginal Eucation Teacher Program
“The success of having consistent messages and practices appears evident in
the school’s NAPLAN data for all students and demonstrated in the following
2013 NAPLAN results for the eight Year 7 Aboriginal students.” (refer to DECD
Indigenous Case Study 2014)
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Port Lincoln also had a higher proportion of single parent families, jobless families,
and families with a single parent pensioner. Economic stress is reflected on the
growing numbers of default payments for materials and services fees even though
the Governing Council sets a very modest fee. There was a lower proportion of low
income households in mortgage and rental stress than the state and national
averages, but a higher proportion of public housing.

%
of Pt Lincoln
Families
Single 27.2 %
parent
families
Jobless 16.4 %
families
Single 8.7 %
female
pensioner
parent*

SA

Australia

23.4 %

21.3 %

14.7 %

13.3 %

5.4%

4.8 %

Households in Port Lincoln: 5,521
%
of
Pt SA
Australia
Households Lincoln
Low income 9.6 %
8.9 %
10.5 %
households
in mortgage
stress
Low income 24.8 %
25.9 %
25.2 %
households
in
rental
stress
Public 10.8 %
6.1 %
4.1 %
housing

Poverty and Disadvantage
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Living in poverty creates stress for the whole family; health problems are more likely with limited food,
possible homelessness, less money for needed medication, restricted access to sport, social outings
and limited options for employment. There is a link between poverty and education - the likelihood of a
young person completing secondary school and finding secure employment is affected by their
parent’s socioeconomic status. PLSP averaged 40 + student throughout the year assessed as
students at real risk of academic and social failure and or disengagement from schooling. A high
number of these students struggle with trauma related behaviours that cloud their opportunities to
succeed and lead natural happy childhood lives. The number of children under the Guardianship of
the Minister attending PLPS has peaked @ 15 or 3.27% of total school population.

Breakdown of Outstanding Materials and Services Fees- as of 14/12/14
Family Numbers
Amounts owing
Totals
24
$300-500
10
$501 - 1000
7
$1001 $ 35,000
Port Lincoln is in the most
disadvantaged 40% of LGAs in
South Australia, and has a
higher proportion of Concession
Card holders tan the National
Average.

Index
of
Disadvantage
Score for Port Lincoln:
950
Within the most disadvantaged
40% of LGAs in SA.
Proportion of Concession Card
holders: 30% (State Average:
27.0% / National Average: 23%).
Source: ABS (2013)

Learning / Attendance
Children who develop good attendance habits in the early years are more likely to keep it up
throughout their school years. This is important because students who do not attend regularly miss
out on content, on active learning experiences and class participation.
In 2013, Port Lincoln LGA had a total of 8
schools catering for about 1880 students.
Absence rates were higher than the state Total student absence rate:
12.2%
average. There was also a higher (State Average: 9.5%)
proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait % Speaking another than other than
Islander (ATSI) students than the State English at home: 5.2%
average. *As at the 2nd of August, 2013
% ATSI Students: 26.5% (State Average:
6.3%)
ATSI Absence rate: 20.0%
(Refer Site Performance reporting system) – attendance data semester 1 past 5 years)

Student enrolment peaked at 491 students with 43 ATSI or 8.7% of total school
population and 62 students identified as students with disability 12.6%. With a
nominal capacity of 500 students the school provided 19 classes during 2014. This
included the district special small class (Learning Centre). The school maintains a
commitment to manage class sizes in years 3-5 optimal 26 students. A waiting list for
new enrolments 2015 has been established as all years 4-7 classes are 30 +
students.
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In the case of the year three classes the starting average of 22 students /class
increased throughout the year with heavier than anticipated additional enrolments.
Year 3 classes will start with 26+students for 2015. Added complexity to these
classes changed because of their individual learning and social needs. The work of
the social inclusion and well being officer was stretched and support services
including Families SA and CAMHS were stretched past the point of being any real
assistance. The year seven classes completed their primary schooling with pride and
confidence. A number accessed the High School Bridging Progam to support
transition.
The introduction of individual learning plans for all students in 2010 has laid the
ground work for the development and introduction of targeted support planning for
students with specific learning goals. The wrap around effect of planning these
SMARTAR goals in concert with parents, students, teachers and SSOs is providing a
more consistent and connected response to meeting learning needs from the school
and home. The use of work sampling and achievement data to define goals and
improvement strategies has informed the planning process.
2014 has been a high for Aboriginal Student achievement. With pleasing growth data
from NAPLAN across the board, and a consistent and settled focus to learning,
school participation and attendance students have thrived. The very active learning
program developed by the year four teaching team has supported students in this
year level to mature and grow socially and academically and with plenty of scope to
experience new learning and engage in education outside of the classroom and tside
of the school. The strong pedagogical ethos of connecting students through their
learning to the outside school environment has provided quality learning for students
and high motivation and strong morale for staff involved.
After two frustrating years of road blocks, the school with Governing Council & ED
support was able to achieve the re-development of the hard play surfaces. The result
has pleased students and the community who use this area frequently. The range of
sporting and activity options also provided a pleasing aesthetic to the school. The
addition of shading in the future will complement this area.
Of growing concern is the widening gap between resource allocation for utilities and
funding for maintenance. All of the original wooden buildings are desperate for a
major over haul or demolition. It is problematic whether money should be expended
to extend the life of these classrooms. A complete re-design and with a new build to
achieve learning spaces which are commensurate with contemporary learning and
teaching is required.
The addition of a pastoral care worker to the school community has been welcomed.
Holly O’Brien has worked in effective partnership with Anne Hueppauff to enact the
school’s inclusion and well being strategies and this marries well with the growing
need of children and families. The morning breakfast for dads achieved over 50
participants and put leadership under duress keeping up their cooking duties to
supply eggs and bacon. A great well-being and community inclusion strategy.
The parents and community engagement initiatives of the school have resulted in a
growing ground swell of Aboriginal community participation. This increase in casual
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traffic through the school, and the provision of projects (eg. Stephanie Alexander
Garden & Kitchen Project) to increase the opportunities for student and community
engagement has strengthened the feelings of attachment for the school and
participation in children’s learning and development. The support of community
organizations for supplies, tools, kitchen utensils, produce, labour etc. has been
outstanding and humbling. (refer student developed) DVD – SAGK PLPS)
The high success rate of the engagement strategies through the performing arts and
the continuation of classroom music has strengthened positive school tone and
enabled students with diverse interests to participate and succeed. Indeed, 2014 has
been another stellar year for performance with all classes participating in the
Wakakirri performance festival; a mighty effort culminating years of seeding,
supporting and leading. These inclusion strategies directly impact on student
harmony with the focus on strengths based pedagogy. The merging of social
inclusion and well-being with an ARTS focus for 2014 has provided the conduit for
matching school learning with home complexity and children’s learning lives. For a
few students, consistent patterns of non–attendance colours what is generally strong
attendance data for this school. These families have exhausted every avenue and
initiative of the school and support services to achieve a better result.
The provision of FLO programs has seen an increased number of students using
this option. Discreet connection with the Bridge Program has enabled a small group
of students (non- Aboriginal) to maintain a schooling pattern and complete their year.
The school’s inclusion and wellbeing partnership with Mental Health services
provides some of therapeutic needs of children. West Coast Youth mentorship
programs have also provided a focused ally for the school and strong success for the
individual students who work with these programs. The mental health of parents and
carers, and well-being of families, impacts directly on the learning and social success
for students.
With globalization the positioning of Languages and Global Literacies in the school is
matched to maximize aptitudes, competencies and engagement for students The
alignment of teaching practices with a pedagogy that places language acquisition
and learning in a culturally connected, relevant and real time framework for students
is essential to maintain the high engagement levels and motivation required for
students achieve language skills.
With this in mind the school continues to pursue opportunities for students to
connect their language and cultural learning authentically. For the first time PLPS
has established a sister school agreement for teacher and student exchange with
Huantai Junior School Zibo Shandong Province Peoples Republic of China. The
visitation by teachers and students to PLPS followed by a reciprocal visit to China
was a demonstration of commitment by the school to broadening student, teacher
and community appreciation for the intercultural connections. Discussions for
another visit 2015 are proceeding and PLPS continued to sponsor and lead three incountry study tours during the year to Burma Bhutan Thailand. Late in 2014 the
school was asked to share with DECD and Catholic Education its best practice in the
area of planning strategically through the National Curriculum for engagement with
Asia and coherent curriculum design.
2014 Highlights
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2014 has been a year of high energy and momentum and with a clear view on the
future. Succession planning has been a consistent theme for the school and the
recruitment of an additional three new permanent teaching/leadership staff adds to
the previous six positions recruited in 2013 and continues to broaden the skill base
of the school. We work collectively as a school community to maintain PLPS as a
very desirable schooling destination for families and a professionally rewarding
destination for teachers and SSOs.
Retiring at the end of 2014 are: Mrs. Ann Lord, Mr. Christopher Jones, Ms Kathy
Sergejevs, Mrs. Patrice Glass, Mrs Kerry Porter and Mrs Yvonne Warner. All have
been long serving members of the PLPS school community and dedicated
educators. Their legacy to students, families and colleagues is lasting.
The introduction of SSO/teacher partnership meetings for performance
management has strengthened the focus on individual student targeted support
planning and reinforces the shared commitment of teachers and SSOs to achieve
these targets with students. This initiative was spotlighted recently @ a statewide
forum National Partnerships –Special Education best practices expo.
A sample of the Indicative Highlights:
 Aboriginal Students Camp term 1 – Trinity Haven – setting the scene for success,
leadership and belonging – fabulous School Aboriginal Painting “Who we are and
where we belong” was developed by students with guidance from Will Carbine
(refer picture)
 Parents and Community Engagement Project –Stephanie Alexander Kitchen –
Garden + orchard project
 Community Connections Project – established 2013 and published 2014
Sanseang UNESCO “best practice schools”
and South Australian Primary
Principals Magazine – innovation and practice.
 Indigenous Reading Project ( there were only 100 places Australia wide )- our
successful students won Ipads.
 (refer PLPS Aboriginal Education Plan 2014-2015) – PACE ( achieved $27,000)
project continues 2015

Key Partners:
 Port Lincoln Aboriginal Students and Community
 PLPS Aboriginal Education Team
 Partnership Schools
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Stronger and Smarter (Learning Communities) project - understand the Engoori process
which requires a focus on multiple perspectives, collective sense-making, co-creating power
and seeding multiple initiatives.
PACE – Jason Wild DEEWR Manager Ceduna ICC



Kym Nadebaum






Claire Wood PACEO
Anne Hueppauff – Performing Arts/Wakakirri coordinator
Jodi Kennedy AET/Literacy Centre Lead Teacher
Models ie stories from the students of Cherbourg Aboriginal Mission

Curriculum Manage Digital Learning & Communication

The goal is to develop story telling in collaboration with family and community, and
use these narratives as a starting point for other learning in the classroom.
Strategies use the ‘Engoori’ as a process for cultural renewal – an Indigenous three-phase, strengthsbased process that begins with the questions of ‘who we are’ and ‘how we need to be together’ before
considering the stories we wish to address.

The stories have more of a non-fictional structure than fictional although retelling a
Dreamtime story.
The ‘open' approach for kids, teachers and families can decide on genre and focus.
Digital Storytelling- Aboriginal students – ‘Connections’
The intent…
1. Strengthening the connections between community and school via an interactive
ownership and participation in the project.

2. Aboriginal students as designers and creators of digital media texts.
3. Amplify Digital Learning with the Australian Curriculum
4. Connect with ECD Local Partnerships schools
5. Develop teacher capacity to lead and mentor (as per models established from 2013
digital projects and community work)

6. Initiate, grow and nurture a learning community
7. Produce digital resources for publication
8. Use the stories as a basis for a visual arts representation ie. mosaics or………… using
Aboriginal community workshops based at the school to strengthen the connection
between community and school.

9. Connect story lines for whole class development and performance with a culminating
activity post August 2014 – through performance @ Wakakirri and through choir.

The overarching theme was connections. This will leave ample opportunity for
developing specific storylines, sub-themes, topics or curriculum.
Aspects of this project will be built around personalised learning, and student
engagement – self and others.
The Australian Curriculum focus - English, Cross Curriculum Priorities, the Arts,
Media
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 Wakakirri – story and song/dance festival – student selected themes represented
through performance @ the Nautilus Theatre.
 Music Count Us In – National Program Song Program whole school participation.
 Musica Viva – professional development for staff followed by performance for
students.
 PLPS Choir Night – performance @ the Nautilus Theatre - full house.
 Leukemia Foundation – Community Choir + Lincoln Singers Xmas performance
 Casual Concerts –years 5, 6 & 7 classes – Xmas themes .
 PLPS Idol – lunch time program with over 90 different student performances.
 Performance by the Choir, and Ukulele ensemble. A snapshot of performing arts.
 ERRAPPA Camp for year 7 students.
 Sustainability - National Curriculum priority – year 4 excursions to a commercial
olive industry, International shipping project, involving the use of hover cams and
digital pens.
 Digital technology – up skilling of all staff – SSO workshops – introduction of
personal Ipads.
 Community Sports Day and participation in SAPSASA.
 International Connections Bridging visits for staff to and from China.
 Recognition of PLPS for curriculum work for international understandings/global
citizenship
 PLPS Study Tours –Burma, Thailand, Bhutan
 WRAP the strengthening of this literacy initiative across schools.
 Continuation of Numeracy Coach – Quick Start Maths with strong growth data
achieved.
 Student participation and achievement in the International Competitions for
Australiana – Maths, English, Spelling, Computer, Science, Maths and the
National Languages Bahasa competition. (National winner of the Languages
Indonesian Bahasa comp.)
 Disability – National Partnerships Differentiated Curriculum – online training
autism/ dyslexia.
 Moveathon – a school based fund raiser that saw $5000.00 raised by students.
 Student initiated fund raising – Autism, Breast Cancer, Philippine Typhoon and
Bucket Challenge – Motor Neuron
 Establishment of school Face Book and release of new updated school website
 Participation in DECD Leading Numeracy and Literacy project 2013 -14
 Participation with Margo Foster – Martin Westwell – Creating Powerful Learners

Report from Governing Council
(to come)
Literacy Recommendations 2015

Continuation of whole school implementation in WRAP – Reading focus targeted for
whole school training and development with teaching staff conducting reading audits of
classroom practices. This focus was aligned to the introduction of SSO’s implementing the
Reading Recipe as part of Targeted Support Plans with NEP students

Staff agree and support evolving the Over Learn model to enact the Reading Recipe with
the target year 4 cohort – school testing trend data indicates progression (see attached data) with
SSO capacity built on, as SSO’s document and track student progress
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An adjunct of the Reading Recipe formula is enacted with a male SSO running reading
groups with years 6 & 7 boys

Co-ordination of and facilitation with Certificate 3 WRAP Training – Spelling training.
Attended by staff from PLPS, Kirton Point PS, Lincoln Gardens PS, Port Lincoln High School,
Elliston AS, Tumby Bay AS, Cleve AS

Continuation of district WRAP support with Cleve, LGPS, PLJP, Port Lincoln High School
(aspects of the methodology have been incorporated into The Bridge Program and mainstream
English classes)

Continuation of Watching Others Work, aligned to National Teacher Standards

Staff are implementing Cars and Stars (Reading Comprehension) Series

The school’s WRAP pedagogy/approach achieves recognition from Marg Beagley, Project
Officer: Analysis Aboriginal Education Teacher Program in her article titled, “Holistic approach
and common practices leading to improved outcomes for Aboriginal students”

The same cohort recorded an average improvement with Burt Reading (also a
decoding test) by 1.25 years and Morrison McCall Spelling (encoding) by 1.5
years, closing the gap.
Student 8 above (Aboriginal) demonstrated an increase of 1.8 years with Burt
Reading and 1.5 years with Morrison McCall and 2.5 years with Westwood
Spelling. This student started the year reading Fitzroy reader #15 and as at the end
of October was reading #51.
Reading Recipe Overview for this group
Fitzroy Readers:
100% of the students progressed 4 or more levels
90% of the students progressed 22 or more levels
Extended Ayres Words – Speed Reading:
90% of the students progressed 1 or
more Ayres section
Racing to Read Levels:
100% of the students progressed 4 or more levels,
with the average increase being 10 levels
Standardised and School tests:
100% of students showed improvement
across all 3 tests
(Burt Reading, Westwood Spelling and Morrison McCall Spelling)
Reading Fluency: an average increase of 35-50 words per minute demonstrated,
with improved oral comprehension levels reported.
The SSO and class teacher have also observed increased confidence,
attention and success. Students willingly and enthuse over reading!*
* The same has been reported in each of the other year 4 classrooms.
ATSI 2014 NAPLAN results /Progress
Name /yr level NumeracyPrevious/current
Year 5
Student 1
260.6/235(L25%)

B
NMS

ReadingPrevious/Current

B NMS

B
NMS

349/380(L25%)

B NMS
BNMSWr only

Student 2

246/381.5(M50%)

318.9/454.5(M50%)

Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

311.1/461.5(U25%)
388.1/499.3(M50%)
213.1/413.1(U25%)

441.8/ 539.1(U25%)
245.6/464.7(U25%)
212.9/444.2(U25%)

BNMS
-Gr;Sp

Student 6
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Student 7

373.7/469.6(M50%)

Student 8

(as yr 5)

Student 9

393.3/438.3(L25%)

371.2/429.8(L25%)

Student 10
Student 11
Student 12

393.3/445(L25%)
373.7/517.9(U25%)
363.2/463.7(M50%)

323.3/447.5(M50%)
396.4/495.8(M50%)
349/338.8(L25%)

Student 13
Student 14

327.7/413.7(M50%)
373.7/463.7(M50%)

407.7/472.4(M50%)
336.4/426.5(L25%)

Year 3 2014
Name
Student 1
Student 2

361.2/429.8(L25%)
BNMS (as Yr 5)

BNMSGr
BNMSR,Gr
BNMSGr
BNMSRregress
BNMSR,Gr

Reading
442.2(5)
281.5(2)

Writing
358.5(3)
440.9(5)

Grammar
311.2(2)
311.1(2)

Spelling
389.8(4)
389.8(4)

Student 3

Numeracy
343.8(3)
156.2(1)BN
MS
404.6(4)

342.1(3)

272.1(2)

337.1(3)

Student 4

302.1(2)

303.3(3)

292.2(2)

319.4(2)

Student 5

266.6(2)

330.6(3)

265.4(2)BN
MS
94.5(1)BNM
S
285.4(2)

Student 6

286.2(2)

306.8(2)

343.6(3)

227(1)BN
MS
311.1(2)

Student 7

316.7(2)

294.4(2)

373.5(30

311.192)

Student 8
Student 9

343.8(3)
439.3(5)

358.5(3)
500.5(6)

397.4(4)
466.2(5)

Student 10

366.9(3)

330.6(3)
479.3(6
0
294.4(2)

183.8(1)BN
MS
239.5(1)BN
MS
239.5(1)BN
MS
389.8(4)
484(6)

201.6(1)BN
MS

292.2(2)

319.4(2)

NAPLAN 2014
2014 School Progress between Yr 5 and 7 showed a greater variation in all
aspects; with more yr 7s in lower 25% in Spelling, Writing and Numeracy; minimal
progress in middle 50% for Reading and Spelling yet a slightly higher % in upper
25% for Grammar, Numeracy.
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Mean score results in all
aspects for Yr 3 were
significantly higher than all
years since 2011; yr 5 were
up on those of 2013 cohort
whilst yr 7 were lower than
all years since 2011
Standard Deviation:-For Yr
3 this has spread more
widely than
the previous
year( except in grammar); yr 5 also in all areas( except Numeracy where lowest
since 2012); and yr 7 also greater than the last 3 years, indicating that across the
cohort , scores spread more evenly –as referenced through spread across the
bands. We have further interrogated these school results comparatively with
individual scores, travel of the whole cohort and spread across the bands to
determine the significance of both 2014 mean score and standard deviation in
context of each year level and referenced with our regular school based diagnostic
testing to determine areas of more intensive focus for 2015. Once again indications
are that a consistency in Literacy methodology, particularly yr 3-5 (WRAP), is having
a positive impact on school scores and individual outcomes in Literacy, even within
same or different student cohorts.
The % of students at or above National
Minimum Standard
In recent years % of achievement has continued to
increase in some test aspects:Year 3-Readingand Grammar
Year 5 Numeracy (more than 10%in 4 years),
Grammar and Spelling
Year 7-has stayed within similar % range when
compared with previous cohorts whereas growth
since year 5 for these students has increased in all
areas except Writing.
All ATSI year 3s achieved NMS in Reading and Numeracy with band range
between 2 and 6. (contributing to increased standard deviation).
For the yr 5 2014 cohort the % at or above NMS since yr 3 has shown minimal travel
in Numeracy (91.7%-93.7%), Reading(88.0%-89.6%)and Grammar(81.2%-89.4%)
The % of year 7s at or above NMS in Numeracy,
as a cohort since year 5 , has increased
significantly(81.8%-94.1%).Similarly
in
Reading(80.2%-89.7%)and Grammar (80.5%85.9%)
In Writing, % achieving NMS for all year levels
continued to be lower than previous 2 years ;
including the same cohort(yr 5-7;yr 3-5) scoring
lower in previous testing using the same genre.
For all year levels in Writing, Sentence structure and Vocabulary were common
lowest scoring elements with the addition of Punctuation for yr 3 and 7.Cohesion was
the best aspect by far for all year levels with paragraphing featuring highly for year
7s who were on par with national %(93%/94%). This again suggests that as a school
, we continue to engage students with plenty of opportunities to develop and
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practice relevant 2 way oral literacy along with explicit teaching through whole school
common methodology(WRAP) at all year levels, as a basis for scaffolding quality
writing across a variety of genres. Analysis of 2014 reading descriptors and key
areas for development across all year levels (identify, interpret,
infer), supported by school based testing and professional
judgment, further indicates that to explicitly teach reading
strategies also continue to be a priority. This has occurred in
2014 with identified group(from 2013NAPLAN, yearly school
based testing) of current yr 4s,using intensive "reading recipe"
and "Cars and Stars' resources, whose school based testing
scores have shown marked improvement. (Of note is that the
% correct for all year levels declined towards the end of test in
Spelling, Grammar and Numeracy (more so in calculator allowed for yr 7).)
Similarly in Numeracy a targeted group of year 4 and 6 students (identified through
2013 NAPLAN and Pat M) have successfully participated in Quick Smart Maths, all
showing significant improvement by end of 2014. Numeracy for yr 5 and 7 cohorts
indicated a higher % children achieved at or above NMS than when previously
tested. Problem solving, in particular multi step using mix of processes or concepts,
proved to be a common area of difficulty across all year levels . End of year PatM
testing has highlighted that with a focus on problem solving all year levels, 3-7, have
shown improvement, markedly for the yr 7 cohort further substantiating 2014
NAPLAN indicators.
Key Result Area: Student & Family Well Being uality Teaching & Rigorous
Learning
Leadership Action - Student Well Being and Social Inclusion
The leadership of student well being and social inclusion is based on a restorative
and therapeutic model using a strengths based approach to working with students in
crisis or at risk of dis-engagement. Strategically aligned Arts pedagogy to provide the
foundation for social inclusion, conflict resolution and the building of self esteem
through engagement and participation.
Year

3

Referrals Wellbeing and Social Inclusion – priority students only
Eyre Attendance Med
DECD Student

CAMH Yarre
S
di

3

1

Care
r

1

4
5

1

6

3

Family Year
Social W/bein W/bein
worke g
g
r
Contact &
s
support
support

BRIDGE

High
Needs
Daily as
required

2

1

13

10

3

2

1

5

5

4

1

2

13

8

5

1

2

6

3

6

1

2

1
1

GOM
Family
Support

4

1

1
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7

1

1

1

4

1

11

8

7

2

14

Achievements:
 Modeling of Leadership with a preventative and developmental learner wellbeing framework.
In 2014we have started whole school Implementation of the Kids Matter Framework . 4 staff
members attended full training (leaders) in the programme. Whole staff training delivered –
teachers and SSOs in Component 1 (Positive School Community)



Building and maintaining professional relationships with the school community and other
agencies. In 2014 the coordinator has worked closely with families to identify needs and refer
to DECD services when required – Behavioural support, Attendance worker and social
worker. We continue to develop relationships with external providers – Families SA, CAMHS,
Eyre Carers, West Coast Youth and medical services. Coordinator has been part of a Youth
Mental Health Forum where service providers came together to look at priorities to ensure the
best support is given to young people in the area. A priority is to develop a services directory.



Working co-operatively with whole school community to create a safe, supportive and
respectful teaching and learning environment.

Restorative Practices used to work with students when intervention has been
required to support behavioural needs. Lunchtime programmes including the use
of a quiet activity area for students to access. This area has a focus on play and
cooperative games. A chess club is also operating in Wednesday with a parent
volunteering to support .Lunch time performance opportunities offered on a
regular basis.
Year 7 students at risk of disengagement were given extra transition through the
BRIDGE programme at the High School. 14 students were referred to this
service.
 Employing timely intervention and case management. Regular case meetings with DECD
Attendance Officer, Families SA for GOM students, West Coast Youth Services and CAMHS.
Established support for several students through Eyre young Carers group. Work with families
to support students’ mental health through referral



Develop and maintain with leadership a list of targeted students who needed extra support
from the wellbeing coordinator in close consultation with teachers and families to ensure best
outcomes



Is required as part of sites Emergency Response Team (ERT)



Continue to develop Social, Emotional Learning’s (SELs)
programme.



Use the Arts pedagogy as a platform for social inclusion

through the Rock and Water

High student participation in school performances and celebrations –
All Year 3 and 4 students involved in Junior Choir
140 year 5, 6and 7 students involved in the Statewide Festival of Music Choral
Singing Programme (largest Festival Choir in the state)
Approximately 400 students involved in Wakkakirri
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Whole school involvement in Music Count Us In and Student led performance
(Idol) and quality guest performers including Musica Viva groups (staff training
included)
Executive Summary: creating the conditions for safe rigorous learning and teaching
@ PLPS is premised on an inclusive learning and social environment that fosters
the unique and individual learning potentials for students. Data sets for Port Lincoln
indicate a growing disparity for families in the key economic and well being indexes.
This has been mirrored by an increasingly larger cohort of students who carry a
growing range of complexity and are using PLPS as their school of choice. The
introduction of the Kids Matters program provides a supporting blue print for the
school community as it evolves its responses to match resources with needs. PLPS
has hosted a forum for developing community partnerships and continues its
commitment to the strategic planning and implementation phase of cross sectorial
action taking to improve the life, learning aspirations for youth.
Key recommendations for 2015:
We will
Continue the training and implementation phase for Kids Matters
Build the professional learning for early career teachers to improve engagement,
retention and inclusion.
Align the professional learning communities to achieving quality teaching and
learning
Ensure that high expectation relationships form the dispositions and capabilities to
enact high expectations and are modeled by all staff for all children and community.
Work systematically with agencies to achieve the global goals of effective client
response, supports and interventions.
Key Result Area - Local Partnerships
Commencing in January 2014 ECD Local Partnerships provided collective
responsibility for improved outcomes for all children and young people within and
across sites through a range of opportunities including:


providing joint solutions to shared problems enabling young people to more easily overcome
barriers to their learning and better achieve their potential



sharing expertise and resources within and across sites to build the skills and abilities of
leaders and teachers



promoting the dissemination of good practice



greater links with local businesses, services, non-government organizations and local
government agencies



enhancing professional development of leaders and staff



greater

‘wrap

around’

support

for

children

and

young

people

with

a

local

partnership/community
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using resources more efficiently.

Executive Summary: The forging of directions as a partnership continues to be a
work in progress requiring another layer of time and commitment. The partnership
has gained momentum with some accord achieved around curriculum support roles
and Aboriginal Education and Community initiatives. The diverse educational and
demographic profile across schools and pre-schools increases the challenges of
finding common ground. As time progresses the opportunity to understand site
contexts and work collectively grows.
Key Result Area - Numeracy Improvement
Coach: Numercay Cheralyn Noske 0.5
Enrolment demographics:

Number
Students
EALD
ATSI
Disabilities
School Card

43
62
113

of

%
8.75
12.6
23.0

Numeracy intervention and support provided for students
Program
Purpose
QuickSmart
Speed, fluency, automaticity, recalling,
basic +,-,x, no facts – intervention with
SSO, 2 students to 1 SSO. 20 students
from years 5 and 6 are currently
involved in the programme.
Intervention with SSO support
Based on individual needs and is part
of NEP or Targeted Support Plan
(individual learning plan).
SSO’s in rooms during maths times
Yes – to strengthen maths skills or work
individually or in small groups.
SSO numeracy training sessions
SSOs have had training supporting
numeracy in the classroom with a focus
on natural maths strategies and quick
recall of number facts. This has been
provided by the Numeracy Coach.
Individual learning plan (targeted Students have specific and measurable
support plan)
numeracy learning goals that they are
working towards.
Parent sessions
Numeracy coach has run information
sessions for families after school hours.
Number of teachers working directly (in class) with the coach:
Teacher
No.
of Year
Targets
Improvement is evidenced:
students level
Delia
27
4
Maths Curriculum overview
 Teacher reflections
Farlam
and
planning,
building
 Coach reflections
pedagogy.
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Differentiation of tasks.

Pearl LK

22

3

Modelling and working in
some areas together to
increase knowledge, content
and pedagogy.







Daily routine setup and
supported to improve speed
and accuracy of number
facts in the four operations.
Val
Redding
Vicki
Trevor

28

5

Students
graphing
their
results and taught to do this
independently.

6
26

Emma
Pulford

3
22

Jess Jolly

29

Problem solving skills and
Natural
Maths
Mental
Computation strategies to
strengthen all numeracy
skills
and
practice
for
students.









PATM data
Documentation
of
meetings
Evidence of differentiation
in planning
Increased
pedagogical
content knowledge of
teachers
Students sharing and
growth in confidence
Observations
Work samples
Parent/
student/teacher
feedback
Documentation
of
planning
and
programming
Coach observations
Teacher confidence
Inclusion of ACARA in
documentation

7

Amy
29
7
Seelande
r
Describe the processes used by the school to identify teacher participants.
Strategic targeting of teachers who are open to new learning and would promote the
new methodology in teams. At PLPS, teachers work closely with their colleagues
who teach the same year level – this provides an opportunity to share resources and
methodology. Selection also occurred through discussions with teachers and their
individual needs with the Numeracy Coach.

Strategy

Outcomes



Pupil free day





After school sessions



Mathematics consultant (Lisa Jane O’Connor) for
thorough overview of the Australian Curriculum so that
planning would be expanded to encompass all elements.
Staff were good at covering content but needed to broaden
their planning beyond this. Overall awareness and
understanding was exciting for staff and to be built on.
As requested by staff interest eg Ann Baker’s
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secret code for numeracy computation.



Staff meeting sessions





Data provided for staff to analyse
from PAT-M and NAPLAN





Formal and informal meetings





Numeracy Coach has had input in
leadership meetings





Staff sharing from ANN Baker training





Resources





Parents
sessions

meetings/information





Built a partnership with the Junior
Primary School (not part of our site)





Coaching cycles





Modelling lessons/activities





Site Improvement Plan





Graduate teachers





Maths and Numeracy as a focus for
Staff



Time given for sharing eg T&D taken by various
staff members, new resources, skilling in pedagogy,
presentation of problem solving skills, spotlighting good
practice, sharing time provided.
Analyse of data for all teachers so that they are
comfortable and able to access this data as needed and
interpret it to guide teaching and planning.
Being available for individual teachers across the
site to share and discuss their Maths teaching.
Informing and leading the direction ahead for
improvement in Numeracy skills and understanding of both
teachers and students.
Involving a group of teachers to be part of this
training and supporting them to share at a school closure
day as witnessed by Melanie Doyle.
Purchased resources for the school and connected
teachers with resources that would be beneficial for their
teaching and planning.
These were very successful generating good
interest and follow up requests for further tasks, games etc
that provide numeracy and mathematical exercises to be
shared at home –with parents/grandparents in an enjoyable
way to target automaticity in the 4 operations and increase
skills and understanding in Numeracy.
Ensured Year 2 students were tested (PAT-M) in
preparation for transitioning into year 3 at our school.
Working towards school agreements in numeracy and
fostering feedback between schools. Eg It enabled us to
pass on strengths – what is being done well, weaknesses –
what could be improved, what’s missing? In maths to inform
Year 2 teachers to enable them to review their teaching in a
mutually respectful way. It has established this as a very
useful process that can continue each year.
Longer and shorter term coaching cycles with a
number of teachers eg addressing one topic or area.
As requested and required and as part of class
support.
Recognising Numeracy as a priority and area for
improvement. This role has enabled a focus with help
attached to stimulate Maths learning and teaching for
teachers.
Informal meetings and regular updates
discussions with Numeracy Coach. Most valuable.

and

Shift in thinking from content based teaching to a
focus on thinking and working mathematically.

.
The coaching model has been highly effective at Port Lincoln Primary School. The
nexus between hands on practice and high impact pedagogy has enabled teachers
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to develop their confidence and competence in the design of higher thinking
mathematics. The use of data through the coaching response has guided practice
and raised the general level of professional tension and learning. The inclusion of the
coach as part of the extended leadership team has also provided a direct barometer
to guide whole school planning and direction. This has translated into a tangible and
valued professional learning program which took advantage of both the existing
mathematical knowledge and expertise of staff as well as engage consultants from
outside the school who have stretched our thinking. The coaching role has provided
a daily conduit for teachers with their mathematics practice and the facility for
ongoing feedback. A combination of coaching activity, a shift of thinking by staff,
increased collegiate sharing and a raised awareness has promoted a momentum by
staff to pursue mathematics teaching and strengthen their practices. This is
particularly significant given the size and complexity of the school.
How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in enabling teachers to critically reflect on their
pedagogy?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Professional chats/ release meetings
 Performance management meetings with principals – (critical question based on this for
leadership to ask)



Documented discussions with teacher

How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in assisting teachers to design learning
experiences that personalise and connect learning for students in numeracy and
mathematics?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Teacher planning





Student feedback/attitude /engagement/quotes
Work samples coaches/ teacher notes
Copy of lesson plan focus- reflection of lesson

How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in enabling teachers to support students to
develop as powerful learners of numeracy and mathematics?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Pedagogy: Teachers have learnt the value and importance of a reflection during or at the
end of a maths lesson and ways to make it effective. ‘In this lesson I learnt’
Teachers have included reflection time at the end of their lessons which did not happen prior
to the Numeracy Coaching Role and a spot light on the structure of maths lessons.
 Pedagogy: Thinking time…. Allowing time for students to discuss and think about their
learning.



Parent feedback
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Students articulating their learning
Students are now talking about and sharing their learning more and strategies they are using
to solve problems.
PL provided around common understanding of what powerful learners mean

How effective were the numeracy professional learning programs/workshops
provided through the LNLI coach?
Very Effective Effective
Neither
Ineffective
Very
Ineffective
*
Evidence:
 Teachers feedback and “buzz”



Teacher transference of what was provided with classes – eg maths strategies being used
in classrooms



Level of staff engagement in project – teachers shared their learning and activities they had
being conducting in class
How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in facilitating P/L communities and the sharing of
practice in this school?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Teacher feedback – teachers are aware and excited – they want more training to improve
their methodology and mathematics teaching in their classrooms



Sharing of practice is encouraged and teachers are willing

How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in assisting leadership in guiding data collection
and providing summaries of analysis to teachers and/or leaders?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Feedback from leadership




Rowena (Director) – NAPLAN, PAT-M



Teachers were trained by coach to understand & analyse data to inform their teaching.

PAT-M data information sessions provided for staff to collate and analyse PAT-M data for
their class for the next year and to reflect at the end of the year

How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in assisting leadership in developing a
professional learning plan for the school?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

*
Evidence:
 Site learning plan focus
How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in assisting leadership in developing numeracy
targets for student improvement?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective
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*
Evidence:
 Individual learning plans for all students across site





SMARTAR goals
QS offered to 20 students, SSO support for this
Use of QS goals to as many students through class use of materials

How effective was the role of the LNLI coach in assisting leadership in developing and
monitoring intervention and support programmes for students?

Very Effective

Effective

Neither

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

Evidence:
 Regular updates and discussions.
How effective was the role of the LNLI coach as part of the school leadership
team?
Very Effective Effective
Neither
Ineffective
Very
Ineffective
*
Evidence:
 Attendance at leadership meetings
 Timetabled PD on staff learning plan
 Regular time for updates, sharing at Staff meetings.0
PAT M
Tested mid-way through term 4. As advised by ACER on PAT M testing it would be
done once per year as designed. End of year data, together with data from end of
last year, to show progress for teachers. This data will also be used as start up data
for new classes the next year – to inform students’ learning in maths for teachers to
use in their planning.
Describe how you used 2013 (or early 2014) PAT-M data with teachers and leaders
at the beginning of the year.
To make the most use of this data the teachers need to understand it and be
comfortable to access and use it as needed. Full staff workshops were run by the
coach –with extra help and follow-up offered if/when needed.
Initiated use of data of the Year 2 students in the Junior Primary School that were
transitioning to our site, into Year 3. This provides a comparison with our end of Year
3 data. This data was shared with Yr 2 (off site) teachers to inform practice and
planning. We intend for this to be ongoing as it was found to be very beneficial.
Following data review with teachers, what was identified for teacher practice?
Geometry : Continue with moving from rote based and content based learning –
using problem solving and problems that have meaning for the students so that
students would perform with improved understanding with more complex questions.
a) What was followed up (with teachers and/or whole school)?
Lisa Jane O’Connor worked with our staff. This came about as a result of the analysis of PATM data and that the students generally performed well on ‘content’/simple based questions.
Staff also engaged in regional training as a response to teachers using a lesson structure that
includes critical thinking (fluency, reasoning, problem solving).
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graph showing average/expected growth 2013-4 (or Mar-Oct 2014) for year
level/cohort. Analyse and discuss the graph.(refer files USB)
graph showing average scale score per year level with national mean score. Analyse
and discuss the graph.(refer files on USB)
Future plans and priorities for numeracy improvement in this school:
 Per: Numeracy Plan
 Partnership PLC
 SIP – priority is around powerful pedagogy which links with mathematics. There is also an
expectation that literacy and numeracy will continue to be high priority for teachings around
their planning and professional development.



The process of up skilling all teachers and SSOs with the Quick Smart and numeracy
strategy for daily delivery is a high priority to achieve sustainability.

Comment on any involvement you may have had as a LNLI coach at
partnership level or beyond your school.


Invited nearby small school staff to join our staff for PD sessions. They were able to work with
staff teaching across similar levels which is not possible at their site.(feedback indicated that
they found this PD and sharing very valuable)



PLJP – main feeder school - Transition programmes – common language between schools.
Ann Baker language and strategies for mental computation agreements at JP school passed
on.




Data analysis of PATM data sessions with JP Co-ordinator
Feedback –to Year 2 teachers- Strengths- what are we doing well? Improvements – what has
been noticed, weaknesses –what can we do better?

Key Result Area – Literacy Aboriginal Education
Overview: The Port Lincoln Primary School’s Aboriginal Education Plan 2014-2016
and the DECD’s Strategic Plan has focused, our CORE BUSINESS, - the academic,
and wellbeing growth for all Aboriginal learners. Whole-school initiatives such as
Kids’ Matter, the Writing Approach to Reading and Quick Smart Maths, as evidenced
through the attached data, have proven to be effective “vessels” for moving our
Aboriginal students in an upward trajectory.
Through in-depth guided reading opportunities across year levels, cultural
competencies have been “actively” strengthened whilst students are connect to
explicit, integrated literacy instruction. This has been achieved by the purchasing of
class sets of novels and student readers aligned with the Australian Curriculum
cross-curricular priority of Intercultural Understanding and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Perspectives. The guided reading sessions have been supported by
the Aboriginal Education Teacher throughout the school.
Connecting with community has remained a strong focus in 2014. The AECO has
connected families and teachers during 3-way conversations designed to develop
student learning goals and to chart progress. Through the PaCE initiative, students
have connected with community by writing and producing books based on the oral
stories shared by elders. By participating in the Nunga Wongan Aboriginal
Education EXPO, the Aboriginal Education Team connected with the local
community while networking with other schools and Education providers and show
cased the current work of the Port Lincoln Primary School.
Students also
connected with community, local Aboriginal Agencies and the Port Lincoln High
School through the Nunga Kids’ Café, a program which promotes an integrated,
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hands-on learning experience for year 6/7 students. Lastly, community members
were involved in a 3-day Cultural Camp focusing on Cultural Identity and Belonging
which involved students in years 4-7.
Our teaming and focus have on high expectation relationships is producing solid
growth for our students. The following data illustrates this growth.

Staff
Teacher Qualifications
QAll teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers
Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of
Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas
Post Graduate Qualifications
Please note: Staff that have more than 1 qualification will be
counted more than once in the above qualification table.
Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be
more than the total number of teaching staff.

r
Diplomas Post Graduate

Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff
Workforce Composition
This report is a profile of staff located in school sector sites as at August 2013. Employee figures
fluctuate
throughout the year.
It excludes employees on four or more continuous weeks leave, employees on workcover and
temporary
relieving teachers (TRTs).
Teaching staff are those who spend the majority of their time in contact with students, ie support
students
either by direct class contact or on an individual basis, and have teaching duties, ie are engaged
to impart the school curriculum (includes leadership positions).
Non teaching staff include student counsellors, school services officers, Aboriginal Education
Workers,
grounds persons, building operations, general maintenance, etc.

Workforce Composition
Staff Non-Teaching Staff
Indigenous s
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Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff
Workforce
Composition

Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non Indigenous

Indigenous

Non Indigenous

1.00

31.60

1.51

10.01

1

36

2

14

Full-time Equivalents
Persons

Financial Statement
Income by Funding Source
Funding Source
1
2
3
4

Amount

Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Other

Diplomas Post Graduate
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